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Select Report Type: Reporting Period Covered Additional Explanation

 Annual Report  to  
(month/day/year) 

You can modify these dates to reflect the actual time period, not to 
exceed one year 

 Final Report 

start date to end date 
(month/day/year) 

final reports summarize the lifetime of 
the project and change the project 

status in CRIS to terminated  

You cannot modify the dates for a final report; they must always 
reflect the lifetime of the project. If the project start or termination 
dates shown to the left are not correct, contact your site 
administrator.

Outputs 
Report outputs completed during the reporting period that contribute to the goals and objectives of the project (do not include publications 
here, they are to be reported separately in the block below). Do not include findings or conclusions that have been reached; these are to be 
reported separately as changes in knowledge in the outcomes section. Include a description of how the results have been disseminated to 
communities of interest or how the product is being shared. If this is a final report, give a brief summary of the most significant outputs and 
dissemination activities for the entire life of the project. more ...

This narrative is required for all projects.  
Only keyboard characters are allowed. Do not use degree 

symbols, math symbols, Greek letters, italics, boldface, super- or 
sub-scripts, or underlines (substitute suitable words or alternate 
characters).  

Do not include tabs, blank lines, or any formatting of text.  
Limit to 3200 characters and spaces. 

Outcomes / Impacts
Describe how findings, results, techniques, or other products that were developed or extended from the project generated or contributed to 
an outcome/impact. Describe the results of the project evaluation. Indicate how resources and activities helped to produce project outputs 
and achieve project outcomes and impacts. more ...

This narrative is required for all projects.  
Only keyboard characters are allowed. Do not use degree 

symbols, math symbols, Greek letters, italics, boldface, super- or 
sub-scripts, or underlines (substitute suitable words or alternate 
characters).  

Do not include tabs, blank lines, or any formatting of text.  
Limit to 3200 characters and spaces. 

Publications 
List publications that are specific to the project during this reporting period. Include only those publications not previously reported. Include 
printed and electronic publications (see examples of publications). If there are no publications to report for the period, leave this field 
blank. more ...

Leave this field blank if there are none to report for this 
period.  

Citations are not limited in length or number, but MUST be 
separated by a blank line and must include the year of 
publication.  

Do not number the publications.  
Do not enter anything other than publications in this field.  
Only keyboard characters are allowed. 



Accomplishments Report AD-421 - Screen 2 

Only keyboard characters are allowed. Do not use degree symbols, math symbols, Greek letters, italics, boldface, super- or sub-
scripts, or underlines (substitute suitable words or alternate characters).  
Do not include tabs, blank lines, or any formatting of text.  
Limit to 3200 characters and spaces.  

Participants 

Select one of the following options: 
a)  Not relevant to this project
b)  Nothing significant to report during this reporting period
c)  Report narrative entered in the box below

Provide information about individuals who worked on the project. If applicable, provide information about partner organizations, 
collaborators, and contacts. Also describe opportunities for training or professional development that were provided by the project. 
more ... 

Target Audiences  

Select one of the following options: 
a)  Not relevant to this project
b)  Nothing significant to report during this reporting period
c)  Report narrative entered in the box below

Provide information on target audiences for efforts designed to cause a change in knowledge, actions, or conditions. more ...

Project Modifications  

Select one of the following options: 
a)  Not relevant to this project
b)  Nothing significant to report during this reporting period
c)  Report narrative entered in the box below

Describe major changes in approach and reason(s) for these major changes. If applicable, provide special and/or additional reporting 
requirements specified in the award Terms and Conditions. more ...


